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INTRODUCTION

KKH’s Division of Nursing manages approximately 1,950 staff

strength. When new staff is recruited, and staff moves within and/or

out of the Division, several administrative steps are required to

update the nursing database so that information can be used to plan

and manage manpower allocation and distribution.

This project aims to:

• Reduce duplication and time spent in updating administrative

processes by leveraging on available Human Resource data

source.

• Create interactive visual charts for sharing and/or viewing of

information without the need to access a separate database.

METHODOLOGY

CONCLUSION

RESULTS

The methodology involve concepts adapted from Kotter’s change

model. It broadly embraces 3 main phases which are, to create a

climate for change, engage and enable change, and implement and

sustain change.

AREAS FOR  IMPROVEMENT

There is a need to identify and eliminate existing duplication in work

processes and reduce manual tasks. A more efficient system of

information and data provision should be made available to support

manpower needs. Areas identified for change and improvement are:

This change implementation has improved work processes by eliminating

duplication and redundancy. Man hours saved from entering the duplicated data has

resulted in time saved where our Senior Executive has expanded her job scope to

provide administrative coverage for APN’s office and additional projects.

Improve Administrative Management of Nursing Manpower
Leveraging on Available Data Resources 

and Interactive Visualisation Tool

Streamline Work Processes

Stepping Through the Door of Change

We will continue to collaborate with

our Human Resource partners and

users to enhance the system and

processes. The future phase of

improvement aims to tap on advance

technological capabilities to provide

predictive and real time information

for analysis and decision-making in

managing nursing manpower.

Revision of work processes coupled with improved technology and

software application and appropriate resources are the action steps

to effect change.

Improve Information & Data Availability

Enhance Manpower Reporting & Planning

Division of Nursing collaborates with Human Resource to develop an Interactive

Visualization Data Platform using Tableau desktop to present the manpower

information so that data can be searched and presented down to unit level.

Future Works – PHASE II

The interactive visual data charts

are made available to all senior

nursing personnel for better

manpower planning. Data includes

staff demographics such as

nationality, age profile, service years

and employee category groups.

Comparisons of staffing and

workload data with drill-downs to

individual units and staff designation

levels are also provided.


